
ceeded in observing effects of dislocation conduction, a
phenomenon in which a rather high electrical conduc-
tivity that does not depend on temperature and is not
accompanied by the appearance of the Hall effect is ob-
served at low temperatures, when there are practically
no electrons in the conduction band.3

Application of a technique for measurement of micro-
wave conductivity figured in our subsequent experi-
ments. In dc measurements, when motion of carriers
from contact to contact is required for detection of
conductivity, all types of singularities in the disloca-
tion structure (crossing of dislocations, bends and
steps on the dislocations, etc.) come into play. In
microwave methods, absorption of the microwave sig-
nal can be observed even if the segment of the disloca-
tion along which the motion of the dislocations occurs
is short. Using this method, we did indeed succeed in
observing sharply anisotropic microwave absorption
the anisotropy of which conformed to that of a specially
created dislocation structure. The dislocation struc-
ture in these experiments consisted of lines parallel to
the [110] crystallographic direction. The number of
dislocations in this direction was 10 times larger than
the number encountered in any other direction. The
amount of microwave absorption, as determined from
the shape of the resonance curve, was also approxi-
mately 10 times larger than the absorption in any other

direction.

A tentative model of dislocation bands in germanium
and silicon was arrived at from analysis of the temper-
ature dependence of microwave absorption and the de-
pendence of the amount of absorption on the dislocation
density at various donor and acceptor concentrations.4"8
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D. G. Lominadze, G. Z. Machabeli, A. B. Mikhailov-
skii, Yu. P. Ochelkov, and V. V. Usov. The nature of
the high-frequency radiation of pulsars, and the activity
of supernova remnants. Derivation of a self-consis-
tent quantitative theory of pulsars and of the activity of
the supernova remnants surrounding them (if they ex-
ist) would be impossible without a detailed analysis of
the physical processes that take place in the magneto-
spheres of the pulsars. As in any other physical prob-
lem, boundary conditions must be defined in the theory
of pulsar magnetospheres, i.e., it is necessary to an-
swer the question as to the surface properties of pul-
sars. Existing observational data on pulsar surface
temperatures,1 as well as theoretical calculations of
the cooling of neutron stars2 and analysis of the prop-
erties of matter in the ultrastrong (B~ 1012 -1013 G)
magnetic fields3"5 that are typical for pulsars, indicate
that the surfaces of pulsars are relatively cold and
solid. In this case, the primary particles flowing out
from the surface of the neutron star weakly screen the
electric-field component En along the magnetic field.
In a strong electric field, £„ ~ 108 -109 cgs esu, the
primary particles are accelerated to ultrarelativistic
energies (~108mc2) and, moving along the curved mag-
netic force lines, emit y-quanta with an average energy
fr~ 1012 -1013 eV. In the pulsar magnetic field, of Β
~ 1012 -1013 G, these y-quanta are absorbed with for-
mation of electron-positron pairs. The produced par-
ticles have a nonzero pitch angle, so that the secondary
particles that are produced generate synchrotron radia-
tion, which can also be absorbed with formation of
electron-positron pairs.7 A multicomponent electron-

positron plasma is formed as a result of this avalanche
process. The majority of the produced particles con-
stitute a low-energy component, which we shall refer to
below simply as plasma and which moves away from the
surface of the pulsar at a velocity corresponding to the
Lorenz factor γρ ^ 102 -103. The high-energy compo-
nent of the produced plasma, the beam, has a Lorenz
factor yB «106 -107. The expected plasma and beam
densities7 in the case of the pulsar PSR 0531+21, which
will be of greatest interest to us below, are n ^ ^ 1020

cm"3 and nB ^lO17 cm"3, respectively. In the strong
magnetic field of the pulsar, the produced particles
quickly lose the momentum component transverse to
the magnetic field as a result of synchrotron losses,
and their distribution becomes one-dimensional. To
construct a theory of the radiation of pulsars, there-
fore, it is necessary to investigate in detail the prop-
erties of a one-dimensional ultrarelativistic electron-
positron plasma. Below we report results that we have
obtained in this area.

According to Ref. 8, an ultrarelativistic beam re-
sults in Cherenkov buildup of longitudinal oscillations
of a relativistic plasma. As a result of quasilinear re-
laxation, the beam-particle distribution function be-
comes flat-topped (8/fl/8/>«* 0, where p, is the momen-
tum component of the particle along B), and the subse-
quent behavior of the plasma-magnetic field-beam sys-
tem must be treated with this distribution function. The
energy density of the longitudinal oscillations that
arise in two-stream instability is approximately equal
to half of the beam energy.8 Most of the energy of
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Langmuir turbulence is absorbed as a result of nonlin-
ear scattering by plasma particles9 (the plasma is
heated). Only a small fraction of the original energy
of the oscillations goes over into longwave Langmuir
oscillations (the condensate). Near the surface of a
pulsar and in the linear approximation, there are no in-
stabilities in the outflowing ultrarelativistic electron-
positron plasma other than the two-stream instability
associated with the generation of Langmuir waves.10

As the outflowing plasma increases its distance from
the surface of the pulsar, the magnetic field intensity
decreases and other instabilities become possible. The
stability of the outflowing plasma depends strongly on
the ratio ωρ/ωΒ, where ωρ = V4ffnie

2/m, ωΒ = eB/mc.
Near the surface of a pulsar, this ratio is « 1 , and it
increases with increasing distance r from the pulsar:
ωρ/ <*>B~r3/ 2. When (ωρ/ ωΒ)

2 a= y\/yB, the outflow ing
plasma-beam system becomes unstable with respect to
buildup of cyclotron waves.11 The energy and pitch-an-
gle distributions of the beam particles that are esta-
blished as a result of the development of cyclotron in-
stability in an inhomogeneous ultrarelativistic electron-
positron plasma have been determined.1·1 2 As the plas-
ma moves farther away from the pulsar and the condi-
tion ωρ/ωΒ=ί is satisfied, a relativistic kink instability
similar to that found earlier1 3 · 1 4 for a nonrelativistic
plasma sets in. It is not yet clear how this instability
would subsequently develop in pulsar magnetospheres.

To construct a theory of the high-frequency radiation
of pulsars, it will also be necessary to investigate fur-
ther the mechanisms by which it is generated. One of
the most probable and thoroughly studied mechanisms
of generation of high-frequency radiation by pulsars is
that of synchrotron radiation.15'17 However, estimates
show that a significant, and in some cases even de-
cisive, contribution to high-frequency pulsar radiation
may come from curvature radiation, inverse Compton
scattering, and the decay and merging of Langmuir
waves. These generation mechanisms were discussed
in Refs. 19-21 taking into account the specific nature of
pulsars.

Most thoroughly studied among the several hundred
pulsars that are now known is PSR 0531+ 21, which is
situated within the Crab Nebula. Its radiation has been
registered over practically the entire range of frequen-
cies accessible to observation (from ~3· 107 Hz to -1027

Hz). Since PSR 0531+21 is surrounded by the strong
magnetic field of the Crab Nebula, the flux and spec-
trum of ultrarelativistic electrons and positrons es-
caping from this pulsar have been determined from an
analysis of the nebula's continuous radiation, which is
of synchrotron nature.2 2 A model of the high-frequency
radiation of PSR 0531+21 and the Crab Nebula has been
constructed1·12 on the basis of the above studies of the
properties of the ultrarelativistic electron-positron
plasma and of the radiation-generating mechanisms.
In this model, cyclotron instability sets in near the light
cylinder of PSR 0531+21. The particle pitch-angle and
energy distributions established as a result of the de-
velopment of this instability were determined. It was
shown that synchrotron radiation of beam particles can

explain the x-ray and y-emission of PSR 0531+21.
Scattering of cyclotron perturbations by plasma parti-
cles leads to the latter acquiring nonzero pitch angles.
The resulting synchrotron radiation falls in the optical
band and has a luminosity equal to the observed lumi-
nosity of PSR 0531+21 in this region of the spectrum.
Like Langmuir oscillations23·24, the cyclotron waves
that fall in the radio band can form solitons that carry
the energy of these waves out beyond the magneto-
sphere of the pulsar. The energy flux of the cyclotron
waves from PSR 0531+21 is sufficient to explain its
radio luminosity. The spectrum of the ultrarelativistic
electron-positron pairs escaping from the magneto-
sphere of PSR 0531+21 into the Crab Nebula was cal-
culated. It was shown that the expected synchrotron-
radiation spectrum of these particles in the nebula
agrees closely with the observed spectrum in the opti-
cal and x-ray bands. This quantitative model is fully
consistent with the qualitative scenario proposed ear-
lier by I. S. Shklovskil25 for the processes in the mag-
netosphere of PSR 0531+ 21 from analysis of observa-
tions of the emission of the Crab Nebula and the pulsar
within it. The model predicts a quite observable excess
of infrared (v~ 1013 Hz) radiation of PSR 0531+21 that
appears near the pulsar's light cylinder on merging of
plasma waves (/ + Z — t).n Detection of this excess would
strongly confirm the validity of the proposed model.
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A. A. Galeev and V. V. Krasnosel'skikh. Plasma
mechanisms of the magnetospheric radio bursts of
Jupiter. Dekameter radio-emission bursts from Jupi-
ter, modulated by its satellite Io, have been studied
from the Earth for about a quarter of a century.1·2

This radiation is generated in Jupiter's upper iono-
sphere by beams of subrelativistic electrons that are
accelerated in the plasma shell of Io as a result of its
motion in the Jovian magnetic field (see figure). The
most likely generation mechanism of the radiation is
direct excitation of electromagnetic waves by these
beams. The coincidence of the highest frequency of the
radiation with the electron cyclotron frequency at the
surface of the planet indicates a cyclotron or synchro-
tron mechanism of interaction of the waves with the
electrons. The excitation of extraordinary electro-
magnetic modes by electron beams3 is possible only
near the surface of the planet, where the density of the
ionospheric plasma is quite high {np~ IO3 cm"3). The
radiation generated in the northern hemisphere is
clockwise-polarized and has a high frequency, of the
order of magnitude of twenty megahertz.4 Estimates
of the saturation level of buildup of the oscillations due
to bunching of beam electrons with respect to the
phases of their rotation in the magnetic field5·6 give
radiation intensities of the order of magnitude of that
observed. In the more rarefied upper layers of the
ionosphere, preference is given to the synchrotron
mechanism of generation of a counterclockwise-po-
larized ordinary wave by the beam electrons, with
buildup saturated by the same phase-bunching effect.6·7

This last fact agrees with the results of observations
according to which the high-frequency dekameter radia-
tion is clockwise-polarized, while the lower-frequency
radiation is counterclockwise-polarized. As a result of
concentration of the longitudinal electron fluxes into
thin current layers, the radiation occurs for the most
part along these layers.

Discovery of the kilometer-band radiation of the
Earth made it possible to conclude that radio emission
is generated in the neighborhoods of all planets that
have significant magnetic fields of their own.8 Here the
electron beams are accelerated in the magnetospheres

of Jo.

FIG. 1.

of the planets during substorms—explosive processes
releasing energy that has been accumulated as the
magnetic-field energy of a solar or planetary wind in-
tensified by plasma motion. In the case of the Jovian
magnetosphere, this explains the existence of the
dekameter radiation, which does not depend on the
position of Io and has a maximum at a frequency of
about 8 MHz.8

Voyager-1 and Voyager-2 spaceprobe measurements
of the electromagnetic radiation led to the discovery of
a new component of the Jovian radio emission in the
kilometer band.9·10 The frequencies of this radiation
(from a few kilohertz to hundreds of kilohertz) are so
low that it does not penetrate through the Earth's iono-
sphere and therefore could not be observed with facili-
ties on the ground. It was natural to assume that this
radio emission was also generated by electron beams.
Beams are indicated by detection of low-frequency os-
cillations with a V-shaped spectrogram in which the
frequency minimum coincides with the lower-hybrid
resonance frequency.11 It is known from studies of the
Earth's magnetosphere that the appearance of such os-
cillations, which have come to be known as "auroral
hiss," is associated with the presence of an auroral
electron beam with energies of 10 eV to 1 keV and a
total flux of IO8 -10 1 0 c m V . Since the characteris-
tics of the oscillations in the Jovian magnetosphere re-
sembled those of the terrestrial case, Gurnett et al.11

concluded the presence of an electron beam with the in-
dicated parameters. This conclusion is confirmed by
direct flux measurements made by Pioneer 10 and
Pioneer I I . 1 2 The particle source of this beam is the
plasma torus of Io, which envelops the orbit of this
satellite and was discovered by direct measurements
made in the Jovian magnetosphere by Voyager 1 and
Voyager 2. The projection of the beam-generating re-
gion along the force lines of the magnetosphere onto the
atmosphere of Jupiter can also be seen on photographs
of the aurora that forms when the atmosphere is bom-
barded by electrons. Analysis of the interaction of the
beam with the ionosphere of Jupiter shows that radio
emission with a frequency close to the local plasma
frequency in the interaction region is then generated.13

Observation of the maximum of this radiation at the
time at which the north pole is inclined toward the
spaceprobe indicates that the generation region is in the
polar ionosphere. Earlier hypotheses to the effect that
it might be generated in the Io plasma torus itself10

have now been eliminated by the fact that the plasma
frequency in the torus is lower than the upper cutoff
threshold of the Jovian kilometer radio emission.14 The
generation mechanism13 consists of reradiation of
plasma oscillations excited by the electron beam when
they are scattered by plasma-density fluctuations.
Measurements made in the Earth's magnetosphere15
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